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Abstract
This paper presents a new scheme for acquiring 3D kinematic structure and motion from time series
volume data. Our basic strategy is to first represent the shape structure of the target in each frame by Reeb
graph which we compute by using geodesic distance of target’s surface, and then estimate the kinematic
structure of the target which is consistent with these shape structures. Although the shape structures can be
very different from frame to frame, we propose to derive a unique kinematic structure by way of clustering
some nodes of graph, based on the fact that they are partly coherent to a certain extent of time series. Once
we acquire a unique kinematic structure, we fit it to other Reeb graphs in the remaining frames, and describe
the motion throughout the entire time series. The only assumption we make is that human body can be
approximated by an articulated body with certain numbers of end-points and branches. We demonstrate the
efficacy of the proposed scheme through some experiments.
Key Words: Vision-Based Motion Capture, Video and Image Sequence Analysis, Reeb graph, Motion Track-
ing and Analysis.
1 Introduction
The description of moving articulated objects, e.g. human figure, is important in many applications including
technical analysis of sports and dance, and production of video contents. Motion-capture system is well-known
and available for such purposes. However, it demands special markers and suits, which is sometimes burden to
the actor. Moreover, the scope of motion description is limited to the case that the precise structure of the target
is given. For these reasons, vision-based human motion capture is an active research area these days [1, 7].
In order to realize a scheme for describing arbitrary moving objects which can be approximated by articulated
rigid body without using any special markers and suits, we employ time series volume data as the input which
we compute from multiviewpoints videos.
1.1 Shape structure and kinematic structure
Two important notions in this paper are kinematic structure and shape structure. Let us consider a target object
in motion, and assume that we can segment it to several primitives based on the characteristics of motion. The
characteristics of the motion are defined as a set of the motion class of a target and the motion description under
its motion class. Before describing or modeling a target in motion, it is useful to classify its motion. Huang
classified motions of rigid/non-rigid objects [14]. In his classification, motions are first divided to rigid motion
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and non rigid motion. Secondly, non-rigid motion is divided to two classes, general class, which consists
of elastic and fluid motion, and restricted class. Restricted class consists of five types of motion, articulated,
quasi-rigid, isometric, homothetic, and conformal. In our research, we assume that motion class of target object
is ”articulated” since target objects are mainly human body. When the target object can be approximated by
articulated rigid body, the motion class of each primitive is rigid. What we call kinematic structure is comprised
of these segmented parts and their time-invariant connectivity. That is, each segmented part is connected at its
end points by joints that are not disconnected.
A target object can also be described by yet another sort of primitives whose representation is based on
their mutual distance and their time-variant connectivity. If the target is represented by mesh for example, the
mesh topology can be generally changed from frame to frame. We call this structure shape structure, which is
typically computed directly from volume data.
Since the structure that is directly available by observation is normally shape structure, we can define our
problem domain as that of interpreting a shape structure into combinations of a kinematic structure and its
joints’ motion.
1.2 Global description of shape structure
Conventional approaches for acquisition of kinematic structure from volume data are either top-down or bottom-
up. Top-down approach uses a specific model, cylinder-model for example, to match with volume data. It is
impossible to acquire a description of non-rigid motion by this approach. Moreover, in this approach, we need
employ a somewhat elaborate model for each observation target. On the other hand, there are several bottom-up
methods which acquire kinematic structure from observed motion without specific model [4, 5, 6].
In these methods, the unit of motion description is voxel or vertex on surface, and its motion is assumed
relatively small compared to that of the whole body. Therefore, it is difficult to discriminate the difference
between the motion that is derived from global rigid motion and the small scale non-rigid motion on the surface
that is caused for example by body vibration. Hence, it is hard to describe the whole body by a kinematic
structure in these approaches.
In order to overcome this difficulty, we design a global description of shape structure so as to eliminate the
effects of small scale motion, and acquire an effective representation of kinematic structure accordingly.
1.3 Coping with topological variations of shape structure
Given a time series volume data of an articulated body in motion as an input sequence of shape structure,
the topology of the shape structure naturally changes before and after touching surfaces of body segments
(primitive segments of body). Thus, global topology of shape structure and kinematic structure will remain
identical only if there is no contact between any body segments. In this respect, two types of time intervals
can be generally considered in a given time series data; in one type of time intervals the shape structure and
the kinematic structure have the same global topology, and it is not the case in the other type of time intervals.
In the former, which we call topologically coherent intervals, we can acquire kinematic structure by editing
the shape structure so that it has constant number (and sufficient number to describe the motion) of primitives.
However, in the latter type of intervals which we call topologically in-coherent intervals, the same approach
does not apply and it is the very issue that we are going to deal with in the sequel.
Our basic strategy to cope with the topological variations of shape structure is to first separate the entire
time series data to topologically coherent/incoherent intervals, and acquire a kinematic structure only from the
topologically coherent intervals in a bottom-up manners, We then describe the entire time series by using the
acquired kinematic structure, in a top-down fashion.
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2 Algorithm
We acquire the kinematic structure through an off-line process as shown below.
1. Acquire time series visual hull [2] from multiviewpoints video.
2. Obtain surface mesh by applying marching cubes method [13] to the visual hull acquired in each frame.
3. Throughout the sequence construct Reeb graphs [8, 12, 10, 11] based on geodesic distance on the surface.
4. Separate the time series of Reeb graphs to different time intervals which are topologically either coherent
or incoherent.
5. For each topologically coherent interval, cluster some nodes of Reeb graph based on their motion, and
acquire a kinematic structure. We call each of the structures as ”piecewise kinematic structure”.
6. Integrate the piecewise kinematic structures.
7. Describe entire time series by the integrated kinematic structure.
(1),(2),(3) are processes for acquiring a global shape structure. (4) is a process for finding intervals in which
we can make correlations between shape structures and kinematic structures. This process enables us to acquire
the kinematic structure in process (5). In process (6) we acquire a kinematic structure that reflects the diversity
of motion in the input visual hull. Finally, in process (7), we acquire sets of a kinematic structure and its motion
for the entire time series.
We explain the details of process (3) to (7) in the following sections.
2.1 Pseudo Endoskeleton Reeb Graph
We employ the Reeb graph [8, 12] for the global shape description. The first step to construct a Reeb graph is
segmenting surface S of an object on the basis of a continuous function (v) (v is an arbitrary vertex on the
surface S), defined on the surface. The second step is representing each segmented surface by a node. And the
final step is linking the nodes based on the connectivity between the segmented surfaces. Now input sequence
we use is time series mesh, that are discrete surfaces. Therefore we use geodesic function extended to discrete
surfaces [9] as (v). Now, the surface of the object is represented by a mesh model. The geodesic distance
g(v;p) is defined by shortest path between v and another vertex p on the mesh. Then, function (v) can be
represented as
(v) =
X
p2S
g(v;p): (1)
This indicates the sum of distance from vertex v to all vertices on S.
Here, we revise the acquired Reeb graphs to be used as a prototype of kinematic structure. As we explained
in section 1.1, kinematic structure is comprised of primitives that can be roughly approximated by cylindrical
objects. The cylindrical primitives are connected to each other at the ends along their axial direction, and the
entire volume corresponding to each primitive follows the edge, i.e. its axis, when the kinematic structure
moves. The motion of kinematic structure can be therefore represented by motions of these edges that are
constrained by their connectivity. On the contrary, nodes and edges in a Reeb graph based on geodesic distance
are not always inside the cylinders. This feature is not appropriate for representing connectivity of articulated
primitives in a kinematic structure. For this reason, we revise Reeb graphs in which all edges and nodes are
constrained to be inside the mesh by using multiresolution Reeb graph method [10, 11]. Multiresolution Reeb
graph is a hierarchical collection of the Reeb graphs which are obtained at different resolutions. Each node
of a low-resolution Reeb graph is associated to a set of nodes of Reeb graph in a higher-resolution. Using
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Figure 1: Generation of pERG.
this attribute, when a part of graph is outside of mesh, we replace the part with its associated part in a higher-
resolution. If the highest-resolution is good enough, by repeating this replacement recursively we can acquire a
revise Reeb graph in which all the edges and nodes are inside the mesh (Figure 1. We call this structure pseudo
Endoskeleton Reeb graph (pERG).
2.2 Setting topologically coherent intervals
The pERG is stable when there are no contact between any body segments. However, while observing an iden-
tical object, the graph structure may easily vary due to an contact. Considering this problem, before acquiring a
kinematic structure, we define topologically coherent intervals during which the coherence between the graph
structure and the kinematic structure do not break. The term ”topology” here indicates the numbers of end
points and branch points, and their connectivity in a graph.
In this research we assume the target to be human or the like whose structure can be roughly approximated
by an articulated rigid body. Therefore, the pERG in topologically coherent intervals should have just an
appropriate number of branches but no loop. These properties are equivalent to the following conditions of
graph structure.
(i) “The graph has five end-points”.
(ii) “The graph has two branch-points, one has four branches, and the other has three branches”, or “The graph
has three branch-points each of which has three branches”.
The latter is due to the fact that the pERG is not necessarily symmetric.
2.3 Acquiring piecewise kinematic structures
The process of acquiring a piecewise kinematic structure is summarized in two steps:
1. Adjust the number of graph’s nodes in each topologically coherent intervals.
2. Cluster the nodes based on its motion in each topologically coherent intervals.
In process 1, we select an initial frame in each topologically coherent interval, and deform the pERG (we
call it initial model) to the graphs in neighbouring frames. After this process, the number of graph nodes are
kept constant in each interval, and thus we can define correspondence of nodes between different frames, which
is useful for clustering the nodes in process 2.
The selection of initial frame is carried out by similarity of pERGs in each interval so that the pERG in the
initial frame has the highest score in terms of the sum of correlations of all pERGs within the interval. For
computing the similarity, we use augmented multiresolution Reeb graph method [11]. This method allows us
to use various attributes to calculate the similarity, including shape and texture of a mesh segment and balk of
volume, which are both associated to each node.
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2.3.1 Deforming pERGs
We deform initial models so as to deal with the changes in the number of nodes of pERG.
In order to deform an initial model and fit it to other pERGs, we shift the nodes of initial model to the
positions where the nodes of other pERG are, while maintaining connective relations of the nodes of initial
model.
We take the following constraints into account for the movement of nodes.
(a) Maintain the distance between nodes as much as possible.
(b) Move a node of initial model to its nearest neighbor node in the target pERG.
We enforce these constraints to work on each node. (a) can be realized by elastic force between nodes (we
call the force as internal force ), and (b) by the external force to move these nodes. Given these forces working at
each node, we can compute how initial model deforms its shape by solving Newtonian equation with backward
Euler integration method.
As detailed later, it should be noted that on every deformation we select a pERG which has the highest
correlation to the target pERG as a new initial model, to avoid the need to correlate a node to a very distant
position.
External force : The nodes of the initial model should be moved to the neighborhood of the nearest nodes
of the target pERG without any crossing in pathways of nodes’ movement. We define the external force which
urges such nodes’ movement based on the point-set deformation algorithm [3].
We denote the pERG at time a and b by N and M respectively. First, we find nearest neighbor nodes in M
for each node in N , and make a pair (ma;mb). We also make another pair (na; nb) for each node in M in a
similar way. Note that (ma;mb) and (na; nb) are not always identical generally. Now, we denote the distances
from an arbitrary point p(x; y) to node na and ma as da(n) and db(m), respectively. We also denote the drift
force of node na to nb, node ma to mb by fa(n) and fb(m), respectively. Then, we can define the external
force fexternal(x; y) working on p(x; y) as
fexternal(x; y) 
P
n nfa(n)P
n n
+
P
m mfb(m)P
m m
; (2)
n = exp(
 da(n)

); m = exp(
 db(m)

): (3)
Internal force : We introduce the internal force, Finternal(v), as
Finternal(v) 
nX
1
kj(kqvj   qvk)
qvj   q
kqvj   qk
  k0jqv; (4)
where kj denotes a constant, vj a node connected to v within 2 hops, qvj its 3D position, and n the number of
vj , respectively. The internal force works so as to maintain the smoothness of pERG’s shape.
Updating Initial Model Based on Correlation of pERG : The temporal sampling rate of the input volume
data can often be too low to follow the rapid motion of the target object. That is, it is not always true that
temporally neighboring graphs are strongly-correlated.
On every deformation, we select a frame in which the pERG has the highest correlation to the target pERG
among the frames in which the pERG has already deformed, and use its deformed pERG as a new initial model.
We utilize a correlation computing method of pERGs that is proposed in [11]. Acquisition of Kinematic Struc-
ture Based on the Motions of Nodes For each topologically coherent interval, we acquire kinematic structure
by clustering nodes of pERG based on cross-correlation of motion between neighboring nodes(see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Clustering of nodes based on their motion
We call these kinematic structures piecewise kinematic structures. We denote the number of nodes in the
initial model by n, the velocity of node pi, (i = 1; 2; :::; n) at time t by vit, and the cross-correlation function
of nodes pi; pj at time interval [tb; te] as r(i; j) can then be represented as
r(i; j) =
Pte
k=tb
(vik   vimean)_(vjk   vjmean)qPte
k=tb
(vik   vimean)2
qPte
k=tb
(vjk   vjmean)2
; (5)
where
vimean =
Pte
t=tb
vit
te   tb ; v
j
mean =
Pte
t=tb
vjt
te   tb : (6)
Regarding a set of neighboring two nodes, the higher the cross-correlation is, the more probable that both of
the nodes belong to the same rigid body.
2.4 Integration of Piecewise Kinematic Structure
After acquiring piecewise kinematic structures, we choose the most detailed partial kinematic structure for each
branch, corresponding to arm, leg, or head among the piecewise kinematic structures. Finally, we deform the
partial kinematic structures so as to fit them all over the time series pERGs, and integrate them (see Figure 3).
The integrated kinematic structure reflects various patterns of kinematic motion in the input volume data.
2.5 Motion description of entire time series data
Once we acquire the integrated kinematic structure through above processes, we match it to pERGs in topo-
logically incoherent intervals, and describe the target’s motion in the entire time series. This process may be
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Figure 3: Integration of piecewise kinematic structures
regarded as a kind of simplified top-down approach in which a certain specific model is matched to the volume
model.
In this process, we deform the integrated kinematic structure by shifting each node in the structure while
maintaining the connectivity of its nodes. This is also implemented by the method explained in section 2.3.
2.6 Feasibility and limitation
In our method, target object is modeled by an articulated rigid body which is comprised of cylindrical objects
that are connected with each other at the ends. The possibilities of contact of these cylindrical objects can be
classified into three types. They are:
 Two cylindrical objects touch one another at their ends.
 An end of one cylindrical object touches the other’s surface which is parallel to the axis.
 Two cylindrical objects touch one another on their side surfaces which are parallel to each of their axes,
respectively.
In process 7, which we described in the previous section, we assume that once a contact occurs the touching
parts of the body retain the way they touch. The proposed method properly works as long as there is no contact
in the pERG, or the touching type remains the same even if it occurs.
However, it is not guaranteed that our method correctly works when the touching type changes, or areas of
contact changes while maintaining their touching of type 3. Therefore, we consider such case as an exception
that an observed person gets his or her arms tangled after an touching occurred.
3 Experiments
3.1 CG data
We generate CG scene of a walking human by applying a motion capture data  to a CG model (See Figure 4).
We then shot the scene by 15 virtual cameras.
circumnavigating the CG object, and acquired its time series voxel data using a technique based on visual
hull. Finally, we acquired kinematic structure from the time series visual hull by the proposed method.
ICS Action Database, Copyright (C) ICS, The University of Tokyo, 2003-2004 (http://www.ics.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/)
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Figure 4: Acquisition process of the integrated kinematic structure.
We evaluated the acquired kinematic structure by comparing it with the original motion capture data. In this
evaluation, as a criterion, we computed detection rate of joint positions. Given a pair of correctly detected node
and its correlated joint position in motion data, they should meet the following conditions.
 The joint position is closest to the node.
 The node is also closest to the joint position.
We denote the motion capture data by M , acquired kinematic structure by N , joint points in structures M
and N by mi; (i = 0; 1; :::; imax) and nj ; (j = 0; 1; :::; jmax), respectively. We denote the distance between
mi and nj by dist(mi; nj), and also denote the distance from a particular joint position in M to a node in N
by distmi(nj). When node nj is a correctly detected node, nj and its pairmi meet the formula,
distmi(nj) = distnj (mi) = minfdist(mi; nj)g: (7)
Under these definitions, the detection rate, Rdetection, can be defined as
Rdetection = fracSimax (8)
where S is the number of the pair of node mi and joint position nj which meet equation 7.
We also computed the mean value of distance between joint positions in the motion capture data to their
nearest neighbor nodes in the acquired kinematic structure.
By using this, we can define above described criterion Edist by
Edist 
P
i dist(mi; ni0)
imax + 1
(9)
Figure 5 shows the evaluated values, Rdetection and Edist throughout the input frames. Both Rdetection and
Edist are normalized by the target’s height. The mean value of estimation error, Edist, stays less than 0.075
within a small range of deviation. showing that the kinematic structure is stably acquired by the proposed
method. On the other hand, there is a room for improvement in terms of estimation accuracy for practical use.
For instance, the detection rate, Rdetection, hovers around 60 percent, which can be ideally increased in the
same framework.
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Figure 5: Detection rate (Rdetection) and mean value of estimation error (Edist).
Figure 6: Modification of pERG at frame 166
3.2 Real data
We used nine cameras surrounding the target object (a dancing woman), and acquired time series visual hull
from multiviewpoint videos. Applying the proposed method, we acquired the kinematic structure. Applying
the proposed method, we acquired the kinematic structure from 330 frames of time series visual hull. This
acquisition process is exemplified at frame 166 as in Figure 6 as an example. In this frame, the partial graph
associated for the left hand touches the body, making a loop. On the contrary, the loop is removed in the
acquired kinematic structure, and the placement of its end point is roughly correct. However, there is an
obvious posture estimation error in the partial kinematic structure that is associated with the right hand. One
of the reason causing this error was the simplicity of the graph-based model fitting in the last process, in which
we shifted nodes of the initial model mainly on the basis of their Euclidean distance. Namely, it is because we
cannot fully guarantee the edges to be inside the original mesh after the shifting. Another reason for the error
was the noise in 3D surface reconstruction.
The key to overcome these defects, we will be to device the volumetric fitting method in this last process of
our algorithm.
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4 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a scheme for acquiring kinematic structure from time- series voxel data using the
pERG for the global shape description. For the case of human figure in motion, we have presented our early
results that show the stable characteristic of the proposed scheme.
However, it is not guaranteed that the kinematic structure which reflects exact structure of the observed object
can be always acquired. The proposed algorithm assumes that at least one topologically coherent interval is
contained in entire time series. If no such intervals are observed, our algorithm would fail. However, even in
some topologically incoherent intervals, certain body parts could present useful motion which is not observed in
topologically coherent intervals. In this case, it will be more appropriate to acquire partial kinematic structures
for this kind of body parts in incoherent intervals. For these reasons, there are rooms for improvement in term
of accuracy.
Therefore, our future work will incorporate the following concepts.
 Acquire each partial kinematic structure in an interval which shows its characteristic motion, and inte-
grate them.
 Revise the fitting process from the current graph based method to the volumetric method with born and
skin model.
Finally, since the proposed method works on time series voxel data, we plan to expand the scope of the
scheme to deal with non-rigid body in motion.
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